Abstract. Electron transfer dissociation (ETD) has been broadly adopted and is now available on a variety of commercial mass spectrometers. Unlike collisional activation techniques, optimal performance of ETD requires considerable user knowledge and input. ETD reaction duration is one key parameter that can greatly influence spectral quality and overall experiment outcome. We describe a calibration routine that determines the correct number of reagent anions necessary to reach a defined ETD reaction rate. Implementation of this automated calibration routine on two hybrid Orbitrap platforms illustrate considerable advantages, namely, increased product ion yield with concomitant reduction in scan rates netting up to 75% more unique peptide identifications in a shotgun experiment.
Introduction W e are pleased to offer this article in celebration of John R. Yates III for his seminal 1994 contribution of automated tandem mass spectral interpretation [1] . Now, two decades removed from this landmark publication, his methodology remains at the core of any proteomic analysis, including the one presented here. Though John's software tools were developed for interpretation of collision-based peptide fragmentation (CAD), the ability to process thousands of tandem mass spectra revealed the limitations of these methods and spawned innovation in the area of peptide dissociation. One of these developments was electron transfer dissociation (ETD), described in 2004 by Hunt and co-workers [2, 3] . Now, one decade since its first description, ETD is commercially available on multiple MS platforms by a variety of vendors including: rf 3D quadrupole ion traps [4, 5] , radial ejection rf linear (2D) quadrupole ion traps (QLT) [2, 3] , hybrid QLT-Orbitraps [6, 7] , quadrupole mass filter Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (Q-FT-ICR), and quadrupole time-offlight (Q-TOF) systems [8] . With this rapid expansion in accessibility, there now exist a large population of new ETD users, most with no experience using ion/ion reactions. This, combined with simple substitution of ETD into non-optimal workflows, often fails to capitalize on ETDs potential [9, 10] . A main confounding factor is that recognizing a high quality ETD MS/MS spectrum is not trivial. This is important as current instrument calibration routines require user input to determine reaction settings [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . ETD reactions dissociate multiple protonated precursors following transfer of an electron from a radical reagent anion [2, 3] . Unlike ion trap CAD, the products of ETD are subject to further reaction so that c-and z•-type product ion signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios can be reduced by overexposure to the reagent anions, especially when the entire precursor population is consumed. That is, although the complete removal of precursor is diagnostic of quality CAD, such is not the case for ETD. In addition to sub-optimal product ion S/N, extension of the reaction considerably slows scan rate, reducing the number of identifications achievable during a shotgun experiment [21] . CAD methods, having benefited from decades of development, shield users from the many parameters that require calibration to produce optimal results [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . No such calibration exists for ETD.
The primary driver of this work is to improve ETD functionality and to ensure that users of all levels can achieve the best possible result with the method. First, we developed a calibration routine to determine the amount of reagent anions necessary to achieve a chosen ETD reaction rate (k). We then used this rate constant to calculate charge state-dependent reaction times. This approach produced up to 40% more unique identifications than a static reaction time on QLT-Orbitrap hybrid system [27] . Application of this method on a newer quadrupole-Orbitrapquadrupole ion trap (Q-OT-qIT) [28] system showed even more benefit-32% more MS/MS scans, 76% more peptide spectral matches (PSMs), and 75% more unique peptides compared with a static reaction time. With an ETD calibration routine based on ion/ion reaction kinetics, we take a key step forward in maturation of ETD, easing the burden on the user while simultaneously improving spectral quality and overall performance.
Experimental

Calibration of ETD Reaction Rate
The routine for calibration of ETD reaction rates was written in the instrument control language to enable automated execution of the algorithm. Briefly, the calibration procedure reacts the triply charged precursor of angiotensin (AGC = 30,000) with various amounts of fluoranthene reagent anions (20,000 to 450,000) for a range of reaction times. Angiotensin I was diluted to 2 pmol/μL in 50% acetonitrile with 0.2% formic acid and directly infused using electrospray ionization.
Yeast Sample Preparation
Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain BY4742 was grown in yeast extract peptone dextrose media (YPD, 1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2% dextrose). Cells were allowed to propagate for at least 10 generations to an optical density at 600 nm of 0.6. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 5 min. The cells were washed three times and centrifuged for the final pelleting at 5000 rpm for 10 min. The cell pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer composed of 50 mM Tris pH8, 8 M urea, 75 mM sodium chloride, 100 mM sodium butyrate, protease (Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA), and phosphatase inhibitor tablet (Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA). The cells were then lysed by glass bead milling (Retsch, Germany). Briefly, 2 mL of acid washed glass beads were combined with 2.5 mL of resuspended yeast cells in a stainless steel container and shaken 8 times at 30 Hz for 4 min with a 1 min rest in between. The concentration of extracted protein was measured by bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay. Protein was reduced by addition of 5 mM dithiothreitol and incubated for 45 min at 55°C. The mixture was cooled to room temperature, followed by alkylation of free thiols by addition of 15 mM iodoacetamide in the dark for 30 min. The alkylation reaction was quenched with 5 mM dithiothreitol. To create large, highly charged peptides for the large scale analysis of optimal ETD reaction times, proteins were digested for approximately 60 min at~4°C after the addition of 1 mM CaCl 2 , 50 mM Tris to decrease urea to 1 M, and incubated with trypsin at an enzyme-to-substrate ratio of 1:250 (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Endo LysC (Wako, Richmond, VA, USA) was also used with similar conditions except it was incubated overnight, at 4 M urea, at room temperature, and with an enzyme-to-substrate ratio of 1:100. All digests were quenched by the addition of TFA to a final concentration of 0.5% (pH 2), and desalted via solid phase extraction on a 50-mg tC 18 SepPak cartridge (Waters, Milford, MA, USA).
Mass Spectrometry and Chromatography
An ETD-enabled hybrid, dual cell-quadrupole ion trap-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Orbitrap Elite, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used for the bulk of these studies [6, 7, 27] . When noted, a quadrupole-Orbitrap-quadrupole ion trap (Q-OT-qIT) hybrid mass spectrometer (Orbitrap Fusion, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was utilized [28] . Reversed phase columns for capillary chromatography were prepared in-house. Briefly, a 75 μm-360 μm innerouter diameter bare-fused silica capillary, with a laser pulled electrospray tip, was packed with 1.7 μm diameter, 130 Å pore size, Bridged Ethylene Hybrid C18 particles (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) to a final length of 35 cm. The column was installed on a nanoAcquity UPLC (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) using a stainless steel ultra-high pressure union formatted for 360 μm outer diameter columns (IDEX) and heated to 60°C for all runs. Mobile phase buffer A was composed of water, 0.2% formic acid, and 5% DMSO. Mobile phase B was composed of acetonitrile, 0.2% formic acid, and 5% DMSO. Samples were loaded onto the column for 12 min at 0.35 μL/min. Mobile phase B increases to 4% in the first 0.1 min, then to 12% B at 32 min, 22% B at 60 min, and 30% B at 70 min, followed by a 5 min wash at 70% B and a 20 min re-equilibration at 0% B.
For the section, Experimental Validation of Optimal ETD Reaction Time, precursors were selected from MS 1 scans with an AGC target of 1,000,000 and collected at 60,000 resolving power (at m/z 400). MS/MS events in the ion trap or Orbitrap (15,000 resolving power at m/z 400) used AGC targets of either 30,000 or 100,000, respectively. For the section, Varying ETD Reaction Time Constants (τ) for Optimal Peptide Identifications, MS 1 scanning was performed at a resolving power of 60,000, and from these spectra the data-dependent acquisition method selected the 20 most intense precursors for MS/MS. Precursors with a charge greater than 2 were reacted with the calibrated number of reagent anions for the specified multiple of the ETD time constant. The product ions were analyzed in either the Orbitrap (AGC target of 100,000, 15,000 resolving power) or the ion trap (AGC target of 30,000) in separate experiments. For both ion trap and Orbitrap mass analysis, one experiment was performed using a static ETD reaction time of 100 ms for all precursors. In all nanoLC-MS/MS experiments, precursors were isolated at 1.8 Th and an exclusion window of ±10 ppm was constructed around the monoisotopic peak of each selected precursor for 45 s. A quadrupole-Orbitrap-quadrupole ion trap (Q-OT-qIT) hybrid mass spectrometer (Orbitrap Fusion, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was employed for the study described in the section, Implementation of Normalized ETD Reaction Time Method for Global Proteomic Analysis. This system was operated in top speed mode where MS 1 scans were performed at least every 5 s and MS/MS events are triggered in a data-dependent fashion (resolving power 60,000 at m/z 200). ETD reactions were conducted using either the Buse calibrated ETD times^setting, where the fluoranthene anion population and reaction duration are defined using the kinetic-based approach described in this work, or using a static reaction time of 100 ms with a reagent anion AGC target of 200,000. ETD product ions were analyzed with either the ion trap (AGC target of 30,000) or Orbitrap (AGC target of 100,000, 15,000 resolving power at m/z 200). Precursors were isolated using the quadrupole mass filter with a window of ±0.7 Th. For the data-dependent precursor selection, an exclusion window of ±10 ppm was constructed around the monoisotopic peak of each selected precursor for 45 s.
Database Searching and Data Analysis
Tandem mass spectral data were searched against a database containing canonical protein and protein isoform sequences from Uniprot (6563 total entries) [29] . For data presented in the section, Experimental Validation of Optimal ETD Reaction Time, database searching was performed using a precursor mass tolerance of ±4.5 Th, Orbitrap MS/MS product ion tolerance of ±0.01 Th, and ion trap MS/MS product ion tolerance of ±0.35 Th while considering up to nine missed cleavages. These parameters allowed identification of large, higher charge state entities to improve the number of such species in the calculations. For all other experiments, a precursor mass tolerance of ±150 ppm was used while allowing up to four isotopes and three missed cleavages. Search parameters included carbamidomethylation of cysteine as a fixed modification and oxidation of methionine as a variable modification. In either approach, raw data files were converted to text files and searched using a version of OMSSA (ver. 2.1.8) modified to allow searching of more than three missed cleavages [30] . OMSSA search results were filtered to a 1% FDR within COMPASS software suite [31] .
Results and Discussion
ETD Reaction Kinetics
ETD reactions are governed by many operational parameters including the precursor and reagent ion populations, precursor charge (z), ion/ion reaction vessel characteristics, and reaction duration [21, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Samples analyzed with traditional shotgun methodology comprise a diverse pool of precursor peptide cations so that optimal reaction conditions vary considerably from one scan to the next. For collisional activation methods, this variation is accommodated by normalizing collision energy as a function of precursor mass and charge [25, 26] . Ion/ion reactions, however, involve more parameters and normalization is not as straightforward. To approach this challenge, we first consider the pseudo-first order kinetic dependence of ETD. Gas phase ion/ion reactions are well-understood and, provided the reagent ion population is in excess, are modeled as an exponential decay function [32, 33, 38, 39] :
where N p (0) represents the initial precursor population, N p (t) is the amount of precursor remaining at time t, [R] is the average number density of ion cloud overlap, and k is the ion/ion reaction rate constant. This rate constant is defined as:
where Z p is precursor charge, m p is precursor mass, Z r is reagent charge, m r is reagent mass, and the quantity c(|v|) is a function of the distribution of the magnitude of differential velocities, |v|, of precursor and reagent ions in the overlapping ion clouds. Holding N p (0) and [R] constant, as a typical MS/ MS experiment would, the ion/ion reaction is dependent upon k and t (Equation 1). Thus, optimal reaction duration (t) (i.e., the shortest reaction time to achieve the maximal quality spectra), can be achieved by selecting the appropriate ETD rate constant, k. From Equation 2, k scales with the square of the precursor charge and the number of precursor and reagent ions. Note the contribution of reduced mass to k-for precursors spanning 1000 to 10,000 Da-is negligible relative to precursor charge and ion populations and, thus, is presumed constant. The upshot is that higher charge state precursors react more quickly, requiring reduced reaction times for ideal performance. Besides improving scan speed, shortened reactions limit the occurrence of secondary electron transfer events that erode signal and complicate spectra. Thus, for every selected precursor there is an ETD reaction time that will result in an optimal creation of product ions. Figure 1a illustrates this concept by plotting the cand z•-type product ion signal-to-noise (S/N) as a function of ion/ion reaction duration for triply protonated cations of angiotensin I (DRVYIHPFHL). In this case, the maximum product ion S/N is achieved using a 40 ms ion/ion reaction, which leaves~12% of total MS/MS signal attributed to the intact precursor. Continuing the reaction beyond this duration consumes remaining precursor; however, product ion S/N is likewise reduced because of secondary electron transfer events. This is shown in the three example spectra where individual product ion S/N is highest at the 40 ms interval (Figure 1b) . From these observations, we conclude that an algorithm to calibrate ETD reaction times, rooted in ion/ion reaction theory, would generate increased quality ETD MS/MS spectra for automated, large-scale analyses. Early implementations of ETD used static reaction conditions, commonly leading to reaction times substantially longer than necessary [21, [40] [41] [42] [43] . On late model instrumentation ETD reaction times are dynamically adjusted, but based solely on charge state and user-defined estimates of ideal performance (e.g., ion/ion reaction time for dynamic scaling) [44] . Most users will likely have little experience with the technique and are likely to select reaction durations based on complete precursor consumption rather than peak product ion S/N (i.e., Figure 1 ). Further, existing algorithms scale reaction times primarily using charge, rather than the ETD reaction rate constant (k), which depends on both charge and reagent ion population (Equation 2). We surmise that an algorithm based on k will enable optimal product ion yield and improved duty cycle for higher performance.
Determination of ETD Reaction Rate Constant (k)
First considering the reagent ion population, we developed a calibration routine to determine the amount of reagent anions necessary to achieve an optimal ETD reaction rate (k). Using triply charged angiotensin, we first determined k by varying reagent anion population (AGC target, 20,000 to 450,000) and reaction durations (5 to 115 ms). From Equation 1, the ETD reaction rate is proportional to ln(A/A o ), where A 0 is the precursor intensity with no reaction, and A is the precursor intensity after the ETD reaction. Figure 2a depicts three examples of this, showing the effect of reagent population on k. Here, four spectra per time point were collected, and the resulting data fitted with a linear function where the slope represents -(k). Plotting results from all AGC targets creates a curve with a maxima around k = 50 at a reagent anion AGC target of~400,000 (Figure 2b) . Using Equation 2, we can relate the reaction rate for triply charged precursors (k 3 ) to the reaction rate for any precursor with charge state n, thus describing the charge state-dependent rate constant (k n ), where:
Commercial ETD systems will have varied performance in reagent anion generation depending on the tuning and cleanliness of the reagent source. Even so, we envision a standard calibration routine, using the method described above, to determine k for any system in an automated fashion, regardless of source conditions. By adjusting the reagent ion population to achieve a desired k, the ETD reaction rate constant is regularly calibrated and will automatically inform the reaction duration calculation on any instrument platform.
The ETD Time Constant (τ)
From Figure 1 we conclude optimal ETD product ion S/N directly relates to the population of precursor remaining at time Figure 1 . ETD reaction duration is a key variable for production of quality MS/MS spectra. Panel (a) plots the product ion S/N (blue) and rate of precursor (red, triply protonated angiotensin 1) consumption for reaction times ranging from 5 to 160 ms. From these data, we conclude the maximal product ion S/N is achieved when between 10% and 15% of the precursor remains. Extension of the reaction beyond this point both degrades spectral quality and slows the instrument scan cycle. Single scan ETD MS/MS spectra from the 5, 40, and 100 ms reactions are shown in panel (b). Note that while the precursor is nearly absent in the 100 ms scan, the overall product ion S/N is lower than the optimal 40 ms reaction Figure 2 . Calibration of reagent anion population to achieve optimal ETD reaction rate constant (k). The ratio of the remaining precursor population (a) to the initial population (A 0 ) is linearly correlated with the magnitude of the reagent anion population (as set by the reagent AGC target, panel (a). Note the negative slope of the linear fit is the ETD reaction rate constant (k). Panel (b) presents the experimentally determined ETD rate constant (k) for reagent AGC target values ranging from 20,000 to 500,000. The maximum k is achieved at a reagent AGC target of 400,000 Figure 3 . Experimental validation of optimal ETD reaction time. We performed large-scale experiments testing a range of reaction times for thousands of precursors with charge states ranging from +2 to +6. Panel (a) displays the number of reaction sets (i.e., peptide sequences) that were used to generate the data shown in panels (b)-(f). For each charge state, the distribution of normalized product ion intensities are plotted as a function of reaction duration, as measured in either τ or ms. These data were collected using the ion trap mass analyzer; similar data showing Orbitrap mass analysis are presented in Supplementary Figure 1 t. Therefore, our aim is to determine the reaction time (t) that maximizes the product ion S/N. To simplify the relationship of the calibrated reaction rate k to the actual ETD reaction time used for a given reaction, we measure time in units of the mean lifetime of the precursor (where the initial precursor population is reduced by 1/e), which we term the ETD time constant (τ):
The ETD time constant (τ) is a basis for finding optimal charge state-dependent ETD reaction times. Experimental determination of k 3 , above, allowed us to use Equations 3 and 4, with z 3 = 3 and k 3 = 50, to calculate τ 3 = 20 ms (time constants for all charge states in Supplementary Table 1 ). Note from Figure 1 we concluded a 40 ms reaction produced optimal product ion S/N for the triply charged precursor of angiotensin. Relating this optimal reaction time to the ETD time constant (τ 3 = 20 ms) we find the optimal reaction time for angiotensin is 2τ. From these results we postulate that maximum product ion yield for a precursor of any charge state would occur at a reaction time equivalent to 2τ, the point at which the precursor population is depleted by 1/e 2 (~13.5% its initial abundance).
Experimental Validation of Optimal ETD Reaction Time
Above, we calculate the required ETD reaction time to generate spectra with the maximal product ion S/N using a single peptide precursor. To explore the relationship between the ETD time constant (τ) and maximal ETD product ion yield globally, we performed a large-scale experiment testing a range of reaction times for thousands of precursors. Yeast cells were lysed, partially trypsin-digested to produce a precursor population with charge state diversity, and chromatographed into an ETDenabled Orbitrap mass spectrometer. During the LC-MS/MS experiments, each selected precursor was dissociated in 11 consecutive MS/MS scans, accounting for nine different times ranging from 1 to 4τ-we term this spectral collection a reaction set. Product ions were analyzed in either the ion trap or Orbitrap. The time required to sequentially sample a single precursor for 11 tandem mass spectral events was typically 3 to 4 s, meaning precursor signal could vary over the course of the reaction set.
To address this, failure to reach the precursor AGC target value for any MS/MS scan within the reaction set (i.e., peptide eluted prior to completion of the eleven tandem mass spectra), resulted in dismissal of the entire reaction set from subsequent data analysis. To mitigate systematic error in data collection, the order in which multiples of τ were collected was randomized. Raw data files were converted to text files, searched using OMSSA [30] , and the results filtered to a 1% FDR [31] . Altogether, we collected 10,987 reaction sets of which 4194 were mapped to sequence and also met the precursor AGC target value criteria described above. These sets comprised 46,134 tandem mass spectra and permitted detailed analysis of ETD reactions for charge states ranging from +2 to +6 (Figure 3a) . Using in-house algorithms, we calculated the Figure 4 . Effect of the ETD reaction time constant (τ) for shotgun proteomics. Using a complex mixture of yeast peptides, we conducted a set of nanoLC-MS/MS experiments using a designated multiple of the ETD time constant (i.e., 0 to 20τ) for each. The summary of MS/MS scans, PSMs, and unique peptides resulting from each analysis are presented in panel (a). Panel (b) explores the tradeoff between success rates (ratio PSMs to MS/ MS events) and unique peptide identifications. ETD time constant multiples of 1 to 2 produce the highest number of both peptide spectral matches (PSMs) and unique peptides. To correlate the quality of the ETD MS/MS spectrum with the number of peptides identified, we calculated the median peptide sequence coverage for all identified spectra; 2τ yields the highest median sequence coverage and delivers high numbers of unique identifications [panel (c)] theoretical c-and z•-type product ions for each peptide sequence and then extracted the observed product ion intensities (15 ppm tolerance for Orbitrap and 0.5 Da for ion trap) from corresponding spectra. For precursors with charge greater than three, multiply charged product ions were considered. Within each reaction set, total product ion intensities were summed for each spectrum and then normalized to the maximum summed ion intensity of that set, resulting in a score ranging from 0 to 100 for each τ multiple for a given precursor. Figure 3 presents these results for spectra analyzed within the ion trap, showing the distribution of normalized fragment intensities of all precursors for each multiple of τ. Supplemental Figure 1 displays the same data, but with Orbitrap mass analysis. With these results, we extend the single peptide infusion studies presented above to include thousands of peptides and tens of thousands of tandem mass spectra, confirming that maximum product ion yield for a precursor of any charge state occurs within a range of 1.4 to 2τ.
Varying ETD Reaction Time Constants (τ) for Optimal Peptide Identifications
For large-scale studies, the ultimate goal is to generate the most proteomic depth (i.e., greatest numbers of peptide identifications) in the shortest timeframe possible [45] . In this context, optimal product ion yield must be balanced with instrument scan speed. Having analyzed peptides individually using a series of ETD time constant (τ) multiples to obtain the maximum product ion S/N, we now explore how multiples of τ affect the rate of peptide identifications.
A complex mixture of yeast peptides, resulting from digestion with endo LysC, was analyzed using nano LC-MS/MS experiments (ion trap product ion analysis) with each analysis using a designated multiple of the ETD time constant (i.e., 0 to 20τ). To provide a comparison to a common implementation of ETD, we conducted an additional analysis with a static ETD reaction time of 100 ms for all charge states. Depending upon the ETD time constant used, the only variable in this study, the experiments generated between 9000 and 21,000 tandem mass spectra. This broad range exemplifies the balance that one must strike when tuning the time spent on an ETD reaction, as long reaction times will decrease the overall number of MS/MS events and reduce proteomic depth (Figure 4) . Likewise, too short of a reaction and success rates will plummet. Figure 4b presents the tradeoff between success rates and unique peptide identifications. The highest rate of success (30.6%) was achieved with a 5.2τ; not surprisingly, however, this setting does not produce the optimal number of identifications.
ETD time constant multiples of 1 to 2 produce the highest number of both peptide spectral matches (PSMs) and unique peptides ( Figure 4) . Specifically, 1 and 2τ produce 19% (4344) and 16% (4243) more unique identifications than the 100 ms static reaction (3655). As calculated above, a reaction lasting 1.4 to 2τ produced the highest product ion intensity ( Figure 3) ; however, in this experiment, 1τ produced slightly more unique identifications ( Figure 4 ). This is most likely a result of additional MS/MS events performed. To better correlate the quality of the ETD MS/MS spectrum with the number of peptides identified, we calculated the median peptide sequence coverage for all identified spectra. In this calculation, a tandem mass spectrum that provides evidence for cleavage of 9 out of 10 backbone bonds has a 90% sequence coverage ( Figure 4c) ; 2τ yields the highest median sequence coverage of all reaction times tested, corroborating results from our experiments above. Identical experiments performed with Orbitrap product ion analysis also produced a maximum number of peptide identifications using 1-2τ (Supplementary Figure 3) . When using the Orbitrap, reaction times of 1-2τ produced~40% more unique identifications than the 100 ms static reaction. These results indicate that using optimal ETD reaction times are particularly important when analyzing product ions in the Orbitrap.
Implementation of Normalized ETD Reaction Time Method for Global Proteomic Analysis
Above, we provide a theoretical and experimental strategy to dynamically adjust ETD reaction times based on calibrated ion/ ion rate constants. The intent is to implement a standard approach so that any user can generate optimal ETD tandem mass spectra, regardless of instrument platform or level of expertise in ion/ion kinetics. As such, the calibration of ETD reaction times, as we describe herein, is a standard feature on the newest generation quadrupole-Orbitrap-quadrupole ion trap (Q-OTqIT) mass spectrometer (Orbitrap Fusion) [28] . Within the method editor, an option to Buse calibrated ETD times^sets charge state-dependent reaction times to~2τ. When used to analyze a complex mixture of peptides (endo LysC digested yeast proteins), employment of calibrated ETD times afforded 38% more MS/MS scans (29,457 versus 21,261), 50% more PSMs (9145 versus 6076), and 52% more unique peptides (7915 versus 5210, Figure 5a ). Representative MS/MS spectra of the triply charged peptide VSIAGRIHAK demonstrate lower product ion yield in the 100 ms static reaction time (Figure 5b , top) compared with the calibrated ETD reaction time (~2τ or 46.5 ms, Figure 5b , bottom). When product ions are analyzed in the Orbitrap, the benefit of calibrated ETD times is even greater with 32% more MS/MS scans (26,461 versus 20,017), 76% more PSMs (6116 versus 3466), and 75% more unique peptides (5418 versus 3090) compared with a 100 ms static reaction time (Supplementary Figure 3A) . These results support our conclusion that optimal product ion yield is especially critical when analyzing ETD reactions in the Orbitrap.
Conclusion
By integrating an ion/ion reaction kinetic model, we present an automated ETD calibration routine that maximizes performance and does not require expert knowledge. In doing so, we define a new concept, ETD reaction time constant (τ), which scales charge-state dependent ETD reaction times based on the experimentally determined rate constant k. These results provide a template for extending this approach to a variety of ETD-enabled systems, as exemplified by its implementation on the Orbitrap Fusion platform. This approach considerably outperforms early implementations of ETD, where static reaction times slowed duty cycle and generated lower quality spectra [21, [40] [41] [42] [43] . Our kinetic model also provides advantages over more recent methods that scale ETD reaction times based on charge state by eliminating the need for user input, a major source of performance variability [44] . Finally, these existing algorithms scale reaction times primarily using charge rather than the ETD reaction rate constant (k), which depends on both charge and reagent ion population.
Implementation of the ETD calibration algorithm in standard data-dependent experiments revealed that ETD reaction times scaled to 1-2 multiples of the ETD time constant (τ) maximized peptide identifications and spectral quality, improving identifications by nearly 20% for the ion trap and 40% for the Orbitrap analyses, compared with a static reaction time. Use of this procedure on the newer, faster scanning Orbitrap Fusion system produced even stronger results. Specifically, calibrated ETD times afforded 38% more MS/MS scans, 50% more PSMs, and 52% more unique peptides when using ion trap product ion analysis. For MS/MS with the Orbitrap, the benefit of calibrated ETD times is even greater: 75% more unique peptides, compared with a 100 ms static reaction time. These results highlight transferability of the routine as the Fusion platform utilizes an entirely different approach for reagent anion generation and introduction [46] . We conclude that as instrument scan speed continues to increase, so too will the importance of the ETD calibration algorithm.
Here we demonstrate an algorithm for calibration of the ETD reaction primarily in the context of shotgun proteomics. ETD is doubtless a useful technique for large-scale peptide discovery and is especially valuable for applications mapping labile post-translational modifications, including glycosylation, phosphorylation, and others [11, 16, 42, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Beyond these applications, there are biomolecule classes where traditional collisional activation methods yield inadequate or less than satisfactory results. Peptides having abundant basicity (e.g., histone tails) [44, 58, 59] , lacking basic C-terminal residues (e.g., antigens), and containing crosslinks (e.g., disulfides) [60] are a few examples. Finally, intact protein sequencing methods (i.e., top-down) routinely leverage ETD for extensive backbone cleavage and whole protein characterization [36, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . We note all of these applications will benefit from the ETD calibration routine presented here as our kinetic modeling will accommodate a broad range of precursor charge states.
A primary driver of this work is to improve ETD functionality and ensure that users of all levels can achieve the best possible result with the method. A comparable evolution transpired in the decades following introduction of ion trap CAD in 1986 [67, 68] . In modern commercial implementations of ion trap CAD, most of the critical parameter choices are made automatically by the instrument control software according to a number of calibrations. The user is nearcompletely shielded from the many parameters that require calibration for reliable and successful resonant excitation [25, 26] . Of course in early commercial implementations of ETD, the instrument control software shielded the user from many experimental parameters; however, those that remained demanded a high level of understanding to balance production of quality spectra and maintain scan speed. With an ETD calibration routine based on ion/ion reaction kinetics, we take a key step forward in maturation of ETD, easing the burden on the user while simultaneously improving spectral quality and overall performance.
